DOME OF TABLETS - HOLY OF HOLIES
The purpose of this illustration it to depict the Holy of Holies of the Temple of YHVH on the Temple Mount as it would have looked like and will in an outline taken from a picture of the latest Palestinian Muslim riots there. With the riots that constantly occur, usually after Friday Prayers of the Arab Muslims,
the gathering on top of the Temple Mount, frequently ends-up in riots. If one has had the privilege of visiting Jerusalem and gone atop the Temple Mount, it is the most valued and prized real estate on the planet. Why? According to the Bible, it is where YHVH put His Name and Presence dwelt, precisely in
the Holy of Holies. One can sense the enormity of the expanse of such a Platform of stone that essentially has leveled an entire mountain top, that of Mount Moriah. It was there, up a ways at the very pinnacle, at the connecting Mount Calvary area that YHVH had led Abraham to go up with Isaac, this son
carrying blocks of wood for the sacrifice that ultimately was to become him. Both Abraham, as the Father and Isaac as the Son, were a type and picture of GOD the Father and GOD the Son arranging the atonement that had to be made for Humanity there. This was a test for Abraham as much as it was for
Isaac in that he was a ‘Willing Sacrifice’, and such not a ‘Human Sacrifice’. The Temple Mount was
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Worship of the Image
The issue for Humanity is whom will it eventually worship? Who is to get the worship? Both YHVH and Lucifer want worship. That is
why Lucifer rebelled as he sought to obtain this. He had already all that one could have imagined and more. He led Worship, He was
in charge of Musical Instruments, he could Sing. He was arrayed in Precious Fiery Stones. He walked through the Fire and in the
Garden of Eden on Earth. He had a Throne and oversaw the Order of YHVH’s Throne even. He was the ‘Christ’ or Anointed of all the
Angels. Yet, he did not have worship like YHVH had. Thus, at his expulsion, if he could not get it in Heaven, the next best thing is to
obtain that on Earth because that Holy of Holies is literally ‘Heaven on Earth’. It is like a Nations’ Embassy in another country. All the
laws, rights and privileges of that Nation’s Citizens are intitled the. Then if Lucifer can possess it, he can submit a legal claim to the
Heavenly Throne.
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